I. Vocabulary:
A. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the list below.

1. Many people can touch their toes without .............. their knees.
2. He has lost his .............. with most of his classmates.
3. Power stations are the main .............. of extra carbon dioxide.
4. I like my new job very much. We are working in a friendly ..............
5. You must follow correct .............. to do a scientific research.
6. Some insects and some kind of animals .............. food for winter.

B. Choose the best choice. (1.5 p)
7. You should allow your muscles to relax after you .......... them.
   a) release    b) attract    c) record    d) stretch
8. A road that goes under another road is called a(n) ..............
    a) overpass    b) roadway    c) underpass    d) highway
9. We asked her not to .......... in his family arguments.
    a) involve    b) add    c) increase    d) distract

C. Match the words in column (A) with their definitions in column (B).
   There is an extra item in list (B).

   (A)             (B)
10. Emphasize  a) physical harm to the body
11. flexible   b) give special importance to sth.
12. repetitive c) related to the whole world
13. predict    d) able to change without breaking
14. global     e) say that sth. will happen
15. survive    f) continue to exist after being in a difficult situation
               g) an activity that you do over and over

II. Grammar:
A. Choose the correct choice. (2 p)
16. Everybody can still enjoy sports .............. he is young or old.
   a) since    b) whether    c) unless    d) so
17. The lecturer made his speech interesting by .............. the audience ask him questions.
   a) letting    b) to let    c) lets    d) let
18. You should follow the instructions .............. in the user’s guide.
    a) giving    b) given    c) to give    d) which gives
19. Don't worry. We have .............. food for everybody invited to the party.
    a) so    b) too    c) such    d) enough

B. Combine the following sentences with the words given in parentheses. (2 p)
20. He eats only low calories food. John wants to keep in shape. (since)

21. The earthquake was very strong. It destroyed the whole city. (so...... that)
C. Write the correct form of the words in parentheses. (1 p)
22. The wide road ............... the two villages was built five years ago. (join)
23. Let me decide for myself. You can not make me ............... anything. (to do)

D. Put the words in the correct order to make a meaningful sentence. (1 p)
24. your / flexibility / when / you / its / grow / body / older / loses.

III. Sentence Function:
Match the items in column (A) with the appropriate phrases in column (B) to make meaningful sentences. (There is one extra item in (B))(2 p)

25. We watched televisions all evening as........ a) we had nothing better to do.
26. Climate is the ................. b) by using humor.
27. Earthquake are frightening because ........ c) by doing some exercises.
28. We can make our lecture interesting ........ d) they cause damage, injury and death.

IV. Comprehension:
A. Sentence Comprehension: Read the following sentences and choose the best choice. (4 p)
* Fear and embarrassment about public speaking can be controlled. It is a skill that everyone can learn with practice.
29. The first sentence means that ........................................
a) public speaking can be controlled
b) we can control our public speaking
c) controlling embarrassment is impossible
d) you can control fear and embarrassment
30. “It” in the second sentence refers to .........................
a) speaking to an audience b) controlling fear and embarrassment
c) embarrassment and fear d) ability to control public speaking

31. When scientist talk about the climate change, they are concerned about global warming caused by human activities. According to this sentence global warming is the ........................................
a) result of the activities done by human beings
b) cause of the activities done by scientists
c) changes in climate that are caused by scientists
d) cause of scientists who study changes in climate

32. Since your heart can not lift weights to get stronger, it relies on you to do aerobic exercise. We understand from this sentence that ........................................
a) by aerobic exercise we breathe better
b) our heart also needs practice
c) we are too much dependent on our heart
d) eight lifting needs strong heart

B. Cloze passage:
Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below. There is one extra word (3 p)

individual – free – reasons – hobby – support – enjoy – keep
Many people’s favorite is sport. Time playing team games like football or baseball, games for two or four people, like tennis, or golf or practicing a(n) sport like running, mountain climbing or swimming. People usually practice a sport for at least two. First they, it and, second, they feel a need to fit.

C. Reading Passage (1)

Read the following passage and match each paragraph with one of the headings.

There is one extra heading. (2 p)

Headings
(A) The importance of education.
(B) The use and the importance of maps.
(C) What health means.
(D) Our minds and our bodies are different.
(E) Animals are more careful about their babies.

39. Health is the condition of complete well-being and of fitness. We are healthy when all parts of our bodies and of our minds work together properly. We cannot be happy unless we feel well.

40. Maps show what the Earth looks like. Maps help us get where we want to go. The maps are different. They show the lands and the oceans. The maps are very important for the sailors and the airline pilots to show them the way. One kind of map that looks like a ball is called a globe. It shaped like the Earth.

41. All animals and birds take good care of their young. A cow won’t leave her calf alone, she finds another cow to watch her baby. Some mother birds keep their eggs inside the tree trunk. They left a small hole and feed their young through it.

42. No matter how rich a country is in land and natural resources, it will not develop without human resources. A nation’s human resources are the educated people who are able to turn natural resources into things that benefits man. Without the skill of scientists, experts and some workers our country would not have many of the things it enjoys today.

Read the above passages again and decide if these sentences are True or false. (2 p)

43. Scientists and educated people are less important for a rich country.
   a) True    b) False

44. Animals pay much attention to their young.
   a) True    b) False

45. Physical and mental health are dependent to each other.
   a) True    b) False

45. A globe is a ball-shaped map.
   a) True    b) False

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Passage (2):

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions as required. (5 p)

All the useful energy at the surface of the earth comes from the activity of the sun. The sun heats and feeds mankind. Each year it provides men with two hundred millions tons of grain (small, hard seeds of food plants) and nearly ten million tons of wood.

Coal, oil, natural gas, and all other fuels are stored-up energy from the sun. Some was collected by season’s plants as carbon compounds. Some was stored by plants and trees ages ago.
Even waterpower comes from the sun. Water turned into steam by the sun falls as rain. It courses down the mountains and is converted (changed into) to electric power.

Light transmits (send out) only the energy that comes from the sun's outer layer, and much of this energy that is directed toward the Earth never arrives. About nine-tenths of it is absorbed by the atmosphere of the Earth. In fact, the Earth itself gets only one half-billionth of the sun's entire output of radiant energy.

46. All the useful energy at the surface of the Earth comes…………………
   a) directly from the sun  b) from the sun's activity
   c) from energy stored by the sun  d) from radiation of the sun

47. For mankind, the sun is the source of ……………………
   a) solar activity  b) all heat  c) all food  d) Both b and c

48. The sun's energy indirectly provides the Earth with ……………………
   a) fuels  b) waterpower  c) light  d) Both a and b

49. The largest part of the radiant energy directed toward the Earth is ……………………
   a) stored by the current season's plants  b) turned into fuel
   c) absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere  d) used for electric power

50. Of the sun's entire output of radiant energy, the Earth receives ……………………
   a) nearly all  b) about half
   c) a very small part  d) all that comes from the sun's outer layers

Total marks :30  *Good Luck*